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Content Marketing Service
Driving more customers to your website
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In 2015 our team worked closely with small 
designers to drive traffic and sales to their own 
websites. After achieving remarkable results,  
we were inundated with requests to help others  
do the same. 

That is when The Pommier was born.

Fast forward two years, and we now have more  
than 150 designers from 50 countries with more 
than 20,000 products.

But there’s a problem - some designers sell more 
than others! Since launching the site we have 
been constantly analysing the characteristics 

Content Marketing

Social Media Marketing

Search Engine Optimisation 

Public Relations

Offline Retail Space

and behaviour of our customers. This data-driven 
approach has helped us to better understand why 
some designers are more popular. We found that 
the most striking difference is that our top-selling 
designers have been in business for longer and have 
already established a customer base. 

Our job is to help create that market for you. 

To build a community of customers we realise  
that we need to increase revenue through your  
own website as well as The Pommier. By increasing 
traffic and awareness on your own platform 
alongside our marketplace, we’re able to help  
you grow your dream much faster.  

About

The Pommier didn’t start  
as a marketplace. We began 
our journey as marketers who 
were passionate about helping 
new designers to grow online. 

We created The Pommier by marketing brands and 
building lasting relationships, so we know we’ll be 
able to do the same for you. 

To acquire new customers, there are 5 services  
you need but probably can’t afford using traditional 
marketing agencies: Content Marketing, Social 
Media Marketing, Search Engine Optimisation, 
Public Relations & Offline Retail Space.

On average, all of these services will cost upwards 
of £6,000 a month. We have optimised and 
streamlined our process to provide these services  
at a more affordable rate to truly help you grow.

New services

150+ designers

50 countries

20,000+ products

thepommier.com
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—
To put it simply, content 
marketing is writing articles 
that inspire consumers to 
take action. This is typically 
referred to as blogging.

Content marketing has been proven to be  
the most effective way to build drive, awareness  
and conversion.

Nearly 50% of The Pommier’s revenue comes  
from content marketing alone.

Here’s the thing we found: most designers  
are amazing at designing and making  
accessories, but less than 10% are confident  
with writing online content. 

Because of this, it often takes designers a long time  
to write a post (up to 4 hours) which they then publish  
on social media and get a handful of clicks. 
Understandably, this leaves many feeling that the time  
vs the reward is not beneficial.

But what if we told you that’s not the  
end of your content?

Content Marketing – What is it?

Nearly half of 

The Pommier’s revenue  

comes from content marketing

50%

Revenue Post

It often takes 

designers up to 4 

hours to write a post
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Social Media
Punchy headlines drive social media clicks, 
and amazing content drives actions, but if 
your social media following is low it can be 
a long process to get people reading. Still, 
producing content is important for your brand 
long-term as it gives you a voice and helps 
customers connect with you.

Search Engine Optimisation
Optimising your articles for SEO will give you 
organic positioning on Google, Yahoo & Bing, 
but as a new website it will be hard to rank  
for highly searched keywords. 

 Think outside the box – select  
low volume search words with high 
conversion rates.

Ghost Marketing
Are there any other companies that have  
a similar audience to you that you’d love to 
collaborate with? If so, then getting in front  
of their audience is easier than you think!

Try mentioning them in your content and 
tagging them on social media. Everyone loves 
free press, right?

This is a great way to get organic shares  
on social media and also helps with backlinks  
(for SEO).

5 major benefits to writing content

Collaborate
There are tons of accessible journalists 
that are overworked and underpaid, if you  
get to know a bit about them, it would be  
their dream to have someone write the 
content for them. Here you can include  
a backlink and some of your products and 
drive traffic from a magazine or newspaper 
with a much higher reach.

Distribution
If we asked you where you’d post your next 
article, chances are you would say social 
media, right?

There are so many more places specifically 
designed for content with an untapped 
resource of customers.

Think StumbledUpon, Reddit & Quora.

—
If your content is super 
great, the users of these 
sites will love them too!
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That’s where we come in.

We have streamlined and optimised our processes 
so well that you can now hire us as full time staff  
at a part time wage.

It’s a full time job!

—
There are so many ways 
to drive traffic and sales 
to your website, but it’s 
impossible for one person 
to be able to give each 
method enough attention.

For just £295 + VAT a month we will

 — Plan and prepare a monthly content strategy
 — Research relevant keywords
 —  Monitor and optimise traffic generation  

(Google Analytics and webmaster tools access is required)
 — Offer advice on the best content distribution channels
 — Optimise content for Search Engines
 —  Write 4 articles a month: a mix of Style Guides, Ghost  

Marketing Content, Brand News, Seasonal Trends and more!

What you need to do

 — Have a Google Analytics Account
 — Have a Webmaster Tools Account
 — Have submitted your website sitemap to Webmaster Tools
 — Tell us if you have news you want us to write about

Get in touch

If you need help with the above, we’re a friendly bunch… Just ask!

Please email us at editorial@thepommier.com to learn more about  
our monthly content service.
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Editorial Content Manager

Before joining The Pommier, Louis has worked 
with a range of fashion brands including Harvey 
Nichols and vintage retailer Beyond Retro to create 
innovative editorial content. His writing credits 
include i-D, VICE, Dazed, The Independent and  
The Telegraph. 

Publications:

Louis Staples
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Graphic Design: Alice Bosc Studio

http://www.aliceboscstudio.com
http://www.twitter.com/the_pommier
https://www.pinterest.com/thepommier
https://www.facebook.com/thepommier
http://instagram.com/thepommier

